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NEW QUESTION: 1
Router(config)# router ospf 1

A. Option E
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option C
E. Option A
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Multiple OSPF processes can be configured on a router using
multiple process ID's. The
valid process ID's are shown below:
Edge-B(config)#router ospf ?
&lt;1-65535&gt; Process ID

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
You plan to implement a predictive analytics solution in Azure
Machine Learning Studio (ML Studio). You intend to train the
solution by using existing data that resides on-premises. The
on-premises data is a collection of determined text files that
total 5 GB in size.
You need to identify the process of adding the existing data to
the solution.
What should you identify? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company has an Office 365 tenant.
You plan to use Active Directory Federated Services for user
authentication.
You create an account named SyscService in Active Directory and
in Office 365.
You must configure the permissions for the accounts in both
environments by granting the minimum permissions required.
In the table below, identify the role that you must assign to
each account.
NOTE: Make only one selection in each column. Each correct
answer is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Assigning-admin-rolesin-Office-365-operated-by21Vianet-D58B8089-C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which settings do you need to make for the Source Account to
calculate the annual net income (ANI) for the liability
account?
A. Expense, Destination Account = Revenue and ANI, do not
reverse sign
B. Revenue and Cost, Destination Account = ANI, do not reverse
sign
C. Expense, Destination Account = Revenue and ANI, reverse sign
D. Revenue and Cost, Destination Account = ANI, reverse sign
Answer: B
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